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Introduction

Conventional 3D streamer seismic processing
generally ignores any azimuth component in the data. We are
used to the convenience of acquiring overlapping shot
gathers in straight lines, as we can sort the data into common
midpoint gathers, and then exploit the power of stack in
processing to attenuate random noise. The higher the fold,
the more random noise we attenuate. Conventional 3D
surveys are acquired using “swath” or “race-track” vessel
shooting, wherein the survey has a single line orientation (or
“survey azimuth”), and a long, narrow spread of streamers
are towed by a single vessel. Apart from the front of the
streamers (short source-receiver offsets), most source-
receiver combinations have a relatively common azimuth (the
angle between their particular vector and the survey
orientation; refer to Figure 1). Thus, the subsurface geology

is only illuminated from one particular shooting direction.
We assume that most coherent noise types are well behaved
and we can remove them in processing. We assume that the
target illumination is acceptably uniform, and we can produce
clean seismic images. Most of the time these assumptions
are in the ballpark of truth and our resultant seismic data
allows us to achieve our exploration and appraisal objectives.

But, what happens when these assumptions are
violated? What happens when the coherent noise is too
complicated and too pervasive for us to interpret the
underlying signal? What happens when the reservoir
illumination is irregular/discontinuous, and the seismic image
is unacceptably distorted? In the worst case, exploration
opportunities are missed, wells are misplaced, and fortunes
are lost. An increasingly popular solution to these dilemmas
is to consider multi-azimuth (MAZ), wide-azimuth (WAZ), or

Fig.1 Schematic illustration for a vessel towing an array of streamers. The lower right graph shows the generalized distribution of offsets and
azimuths throughout a survey area, appropriate to the acquisition strategy being used. The centre of the circle represents zero offset, and
the outside of the circle represents maximum offset. Each radial spoke represents the source-receiver azimuth. As seen for both the vessel
diagram and the rose diagram, there is a much larger range of azimuths available for the shortest offsets than is the case for the largest
offsets (far end of the streamer spread), if conventional narrow-azimuth (“NAZ”) acquisition is pursued.
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rich-azimuth (RAZ) acquisition strategies, all of which are
explained below. The catalyst for embracing these strategies
has understandably been a history of expensive drilling
failures, notably in the Gulf of Mexico (GOM) and the North
Sea. The lessons learned in these regions are now starting to
trickle into other regions.

A common barrier to successful seismic imaging is
the presence of salt, volcanic, and carbonates in the near-
surface or overburden. We all understand that future
(offshore) oil and gas exploration must move into more
challenging environments: Deeper water, the Arctic, in
unexplored areas, in areas affected by basalts such as India,
or in areas affected by thick carbonates such as Indonesia
and Australia. Most of the “easy” oil and gas was found
long ago. The efforts required to replace the world’s reserves
must inevitably increase, and seismic methods such as MAZ,
WAZ and RAZ will inevitably become more commonplace.

Target Illumination

Most people can intuitively understand that the
shooting direction in a 3D streamer survey will influence the
target illumination. So, it is a natural progression to understand

that shooting the same survey area in two or more different
directions (survey azimuths) will provide complementary
target illumination. The combination of these surveys will
collectively have better overall target illumination, i.e. the
sum of the parts gives a better result. Provided that the two-
way time (TWT) to all events are close to identical at
coincident locations throughout each azimuth cube, their
summation (a “multi-azimuth” stack, or “MAZ” stack) will
provided a clearer image of the reservoir. The universal
benefits of MAZ surveys are twofold: higher signal-to-noise
content and better lateral resolution (i.e. event continuity
and character). Refer to the example in Figure 2.

MAZ surveys can either be pursued by acquiring
two or more new survey azimuths, or by “upgrading” an
existing 3D (NAZ) survey with a new (NAZ) survey, typically
acquired in the orthogonal direction to the existing survey.
The latter option is attractive for areas where a reasonable
understanding of the exploration targets already exists. Thus,
it is possible to identify locations for quite small, target-
specific 3D surveys that will allow an improved (MAZ) seismic
image of each specific target. The acquisition methodology
is conventional; a single vessel towing a streamer spread.
The processing methodology is mostly conventional;

Fig.2 Pre-stack depth migration (PSDM) comparison of one azimuth from a conventional NAZ survey (left) vs. three azimuth cubes processed
to output one MAZ cube (right). Refer also to Figure 8.
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standard velocity picking and model building, time domain
migration, etc. The first-pass velocity picking will examine
whether there are azimuthally-dependent differences in the
stacking velocities for each survey azimuth. In the Varg field
for the North Sea (Gaus and Hegna, 2003), it was established
that three overlapping survey azimuths could be individually
stacked with a common 3D velocity model, and then the three
stack cubes could be summed with minimal error after pre-
stack depth migration of each azimuth cube.

Note that MAZ or WAZ acquisition and processing
will normally be contemplated because the conventional
narrow-azimuth (NAZ) data are too poor to satisfy exploration
objectives. As a consequence of the inherent data quality
challenges, standard velocity picking is often difficult, and
only pre-stack time migration will be robust enough to tolerate
the associated errors in the velocity model. Having said that,
if there is evidence of azimuthally-dependent velocity effects,
either because of lateral velocity gradients, or in the worst
case because of azimuthal anisotropic effects, then an
independent velocity model must be derived for each azimuth
cube prior to MAZ summation. This will affect project
turnaround. It has become common to build a common
reference velocity model for each azimuth cube during the
first pass of velocity picking, and then higher order velocity
corrections are picked independently for each azimuth cube,
usually including VTI anisotropic corrections. The ultimate
scenario is to apply pre-stack depth migration with TTI
anisotropic velocity corrections (for tilted strata with
transversely-variant anisotropy), but that is only conceivable
if a very accurate velocity model can be built.

The point being made here is that better illumination
is no guarantee of a better seismic image. Better target
illumination is simply the platform for providing a better seismic
image. If a reasonably accurate 3D earth model is available
from the interpretation of existing 3D data, pre-survey planning

with 3D ray tracing can easily provide kinematic attribute maps
of target illumination quality vs. survey azimuth. These attribute
maps are of qualitative value only, and are not necessarily
indicative of how data quality can be improved by the
acquisition of more azimuths. Full wavefield (3D finite
difference) modeling plus pre-stack migration processing is
required in order to quantify acquisition parameterization vs.
data quality. These enterprises are computationally expensive.
Refer to Regone (2007) for some excellent examples of survey
planning in the GOM.

Overall, MAZ builds up azimuthal coverage at each
point in the survey area by combining conventional narrow-
azimuth (NAZ) surveys. Figure 3 illustrates the discontinuous
range of azimuths and offsets available within a MAZ survey.
If a suitably accurate velocity model for each azimuth cube
can be built, the first order improvement in data quality will
arise because of better target illumination. The second order
improvement in data quality will arise because of the
cancellation of various modes of noise. This latter issue is
discussed in the next section.

It is also intuitively understandable that if a particular
subsurface location is illuminated by two surveys acquired in
different survey azimuths, the associated seismic wavefields
must travel through different parts of the near-surface. This is
in fact a double-edged sword. On one hand, localized
distortions of the seismic wavefield in the near-surface will be
“averaged out” by MAZ stack, effectively achieving a solution
to problems beyond the scope of normal processing. On the
other hand, these different travel paths may result in small
vertical and lateral mis-positioning of some events between
(coincident) azimuth cubes. So, the MAZ summation process
may in fact degrade the resolution somewhat. Furthermore,
some azimuths may yield localized data areas that are poor in
quality, and will penalize the “good” data yielded in those
locations on other azimuth cubes when summed into the MAZ

Fig.3 Rose diagrams for a three-azimuth MAZ survey (left), a WAZ survey (centre), and a RAZ survey (right). A MAZ survey combines
two or more NAZ surveys acquired by a single vessel, but with different survey azimuths. A WAZ survey uses two or more vessels
to acquire a larger range of azimuths for each shot. Conventional WAZ shooting acquires parallel lines with one survey azimuth.
A RAZ survey applies a WAZ vessel configuration to a MAZ shooting template, and acquires the most continuous range of
azimuths for all shots. Refer also to Figures 5 and 8.
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stack. Ongoing research (refer to the example of Manning et
al., 2008) is developing methods to build a suite of attributes
for each azimuth cube that can be used to reliably discriminate
between “good” and “bad” data samples. Then, on a trace-
by-trace and sample-by-sample basis, only those samples from
each azimuth cube that will usefully contribute to a coherent
output stack event are used in the MAZ stack. When pursued
in concert with accurate pre-stack depth migration of each
azimuth cube, these methods will optimize the resolution and
quality of MAZ data.

The Power of Azimuth Stack

Random noise on NAZ data is attenuated by the
brute force of stacking across a range of source-receiver
offsets in each common midpoint (CMP) gather. The
improvement in signal-to-noise content is proportional to
the fold of stack. But, we must usually make simple
assumptions when attempting to remove coherent noise in
processing. For example, assumptions that there is a robust
and systematic difference in the moveout of primary signal
vs. noise on CMP gathers. Or, that the noise can be robustly

described by a linear, parabolic, or hyperbolic moveout model.
Or, that the travel time of the noise can be predicted using a
simple earth model, and real noise can thus be attenuated by
adaptive subtraction of estimated noise. Surface Related
Multiple Elimination (SRME) predicts multiples from the data
itself, assuming that subsurface reflections are in the plane
of acquisition, and direct arrivals, refraction and various exotic
modes of coherent noise are not present in the data. If any of
these assumptions are violated, the SRME subtraction
process may in fact introduce or exaggerate noise. Likewise,
near-surface scattering, focusing and defocusing, and various
other transmission effects are not acknowledged by the
various methods used in an effort to attenuate coherent noise
in processing.

Industry experience in recent years, however,
backed by 3D modeling studies, demonstrates that if a range
of source-receiver azimuths are recorded in addition to a range
of source-receiver offsets, then even the most complex
coherent noise can be attenuated by the brute force of stack.
Figure 4 is a conceptual demonstration of this point. A simple
3D model was built with one reflecting interface below two

Fig. 4 3D synthetic modeling study used to demonstrate the ability of azimuth stack to attenuate complex coherent noise events. Refer to the
text for detailed explanation. The top row represents 3D CMP gathers, the middle row represents 2D CMP split-spread gathers extracted
from the tow row, and the bottom row represents the (offset) stack of the four gathers in the middle row. After Widmaier et al. (2002).
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point diffractors. The top row of Figure 4 shows a 3D CMP
gather, where both axes are offset (in the X and Y directions),
and the two-way travel time surfaces of the diffractions are
shown. Four 2D profiles are then extracted in the second row
of Figure 4 to simulate acquisition in different azimuths and
spatial locations. A normal moveout (NMO) correction has
been applied. Whilst the arrival time of the primary reflection
is identical on all four CMP gathers, the arrival time and shape
of the diffraction events is different. Note that these noise
events are coherent across the horizontal axis, which is offset.
Each of the four CMP gathers is then stacked to yield four
stack traces in the lower row of Figure 4. We now see that the
noise events have effectively been randomized, so if the four
stack traces are then stacked again, now across the azimuth
domain, they will be attenuated as random noise events. In
other words, azimuth stack is able to treat coherent noise in
the offset domain as random, and thus, remove it.

MAZ surveys increase the range of azimuths
throughout the survey area by adding conventional NAZ
surveys (refer also to Figure 3). The power of azimuth stack is
exploited during the final summation of each azimuth cube. In
contrast, wide-azimuth (WAZ) surveys historically use two or
more vessels to acquire a larger range of azimuths within each
shot gather. As a consequence, WAZ surveys have a first
order benefit of coherent noise attenuation from the power of
azimuth stack, and, as opposed to MAZ surveys, the second
order benefit arises from improved target illumination. Figure 5
shows the most popular implementation of WAZ, named wide-
azimuth towed streamer (WATS) by BP. The WATS vessel
configuration simulates split-spread acquisition, and acquires
a survey two or more times using conventional straight line
“swath” or “race-track” shooting. Each survey version deploys
the streamer and source vessel(s) in a fixed geometry, referred
to as a “tile”. The first tile has the minimum lateral source-
streamer separation close to zero, and each succeeding tile
increases this lateral offset by a distance equal to the width of
the streamer spread. Thus, two tiles of acquisition simulate
acquisition with a streamer spread two times as wide as the
one actually being towed, three tiles of acquisition simulate
acquisition with a streamer spread three times as wide as the

one actually being towed, and so on. The source positions are
exactly repeated for each tile, so the maximum cross-line offset
(and maximum source-receiver azimuth range) can be robustly
expanded with new acquisition at a later date if required. Whilst
several processing steps must obviously be modified from
conventional 3D (NAZ) processing, WATS processing is very
robust overall, allowing the use of established tools to
incrementally progress from a starting position of lousy data
and a poor velocity model, to better velocity models and
correspondingly higher quality final data. Depth migration is a
typical requirement due to the acquisition geometry used,
further reinforcing the critical necessity of being able to build
a robust processing flow from a starting platform of poor data.

Experience shows that MAZ acquisition and
processing is unable to resolve the challenging noise
problems in areas such as the GOM. Extra measures must be
taken to attenuate the myriad types of complex noise that
cannot be addressed in processing. The solution is WAZ
(refer to the example in Figure 6).

Putting the Pieces Together

So, where do you start when “conventional” 3D
acquisition and processing consistently fails in a given
location? Note already the implicit acceptance that money
has been squandered in a series of failed efforts. Is it possible
to make a compelling story to skip the misery, and execute a
successful MAZ or WAZ survey early in the exploration
program, maybe even from day one? In established areas
such as the GOM, WAZ (typically WATS) acquisition has
become standard practice. “Exploration WATS” (“XWATS”)
with two tiles can be acquired over large areas quite efficiently,
thus enabling the confident identification of exploration
prospects (refer to Figure 6). If image quality is still inadequate
for appraisal or production purposes, new WATS can be
acquired to “upgrade” the dataset, repeating the shot
locations, but using even larger cross-line source-receiver
offsets to increase the range of azimuths available for each
shot going into processing. Similarly, MAZ is becoming more
common at the exploration scale in the Mediterranean, where

Fig.5 Schematic illustration of wide-azimuth towed streamer (WATS), the BP-led flavor of WAZ. Two “tiles” of acquisition are shown, such that
the effective streamer spread used to complete the survey is twice the physical width of the actual streamer spread used during each tile of
survey acquisition. Increasing the cross-line source-receiver offsets increases the range of source-receiver azimuths within each shot used
for processing.
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the highly reflective and rugose Messinian anhydrite layer
creates overwhelming diffraction multiples, and target
illumination is irregular. MAZ is a proven solution in the
Mediterranean, but is unable to satisfactorily attenuate the
coherent noise modes in the GOM, where WAZ is necessary.
But, the opening question to this paragraph remains
unanswered. Part of the answer to the opening question lies
in the combination of time-consuming modeling exercises,
and the other part of the answer lies in the ability of the
various stakeholders to engage in a transparent and energetic
dialogue related to all the geophysical and commercial
challenges involved in the survey area. Together, detailed
modeling and intelligent dialogue can build a robust case for
MAZ or WAZ acquisition being justified. Then, the process
will be revisited in order to select the appropriate MAZ or
WAZ acquisition strategy, for there are many flavours and
strategies available.

There are two main 3D modeling tools at our disposal
for evaluating NAZ vs. MAZ vs. WAZ survey planning
issues. Both require a reasonably detailed 3D geological
model, and both are time and resource consuming. Again, we
are faced with the paradox of poor data impeding the
sophistication of model building, which is needed in survey
planning to overcome the poor data problem.

3D ray tracing will produce various kinematic

attributes related to the illumination of target horizons. Survey
parameters such as optimal shooting direction, survey
geometry vs. illumination density, streamer length, recording
length, etc., can be derived, but ray tracing is fundamentally
unable to model 3D noise characteristics beyond the detail
of Figure 4, so quantitative data quality vs. acquisition
geometry analysis is impossible. Instead, 3D finite-difference
modeling is required to replicate the acquisition of an entire
3D surveys with different acquisition geometry/strategy, and
each data volume must be taken through a full 3D processing
and imaging sequence. Such efforts require vast
computational resources and many months of time to execute
(refer also to Regone, 2007). Thus, I return to the significance
of the project stakeholders, and their collective ability to
reduce the geophysical and commercial options to a small
subset that can be tested and quantified in a reasonable
timeframe. There is no point in modeling every possible
acquisition scenario. The ultimate scale of the projected asset
development will be important when determining whether
investment is justified in new MAZ or WAZ surveys, whether
those MAZ or WAZ surveys should be designed to be
“upgradeable” from meeting exploration to eventually meeting
production objectives, and what project timeframe is
acceptable. Ultimately, the pre-survey planning dialogue may
require close collaboration between many different technical
and commercial disciplines.

Fig. 6 Wave Equation PSDM comparison of conventional NAZ data (left) vs. WATS data (right) over a complex detached salt feature in
the Gulf of Mexico. Two tiles of WATS acquisition were used. The profound improvement in image quality and resolution on the
right primarily arises because of the power of azimuth stack to attenuate complex coherent noise events, and also because of better
target illumination.
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It is worth noting again the value in designing MAZ
or WAZ surveys that are “upgradeable”. Figure 7 shows a
depth slice from a 10,000 km2 XWATS survey in the GOM.
Conventional NAZ data is overwhelmed by complex noise
associated with the myriad of salt morphologies in the survey
area. Quite a significant amount of this noise is attenuated
by the first tile of WATS acquisition, and two tiles are viewed
as meeting exploration objectives. In other words, a low cost

entry to regional WAZ acquisition is possible, and more
intensive WAZ acquisition of larger azimuths can be
intelligently pursued later on a localized scale when the
geology is better understood.

In the most challenging scenarios, of course, MAZ
or WAZ alone will not suffice, and both target illumination
and complex noise attenuation must be optimized. Whilst

Fig.7 PSDM depth slice at 1.65 km from the 10,000+ km2 “Crystal” WATS survey in the Gulf of Mexico. Only one WATS tile has been used to
create this preliminary image, yet the cancellation of complex coherent noise modes in comparison to conventional NAZ acquisition is
already highly encouraging. Courtesy of PGS.

Fig.8 Schematic illustration of RAZ acquisition using a WAZ vessel configuration applied to a MAZ shooting template. Refer also to Figure 3.
In the example here, three survey azimuths are combined to improve target illumination. The WAZ vessel configuration is explicitly used
to attenuate complex coherent noise types that cannot be removed in processing. Note that “RAZ” is a generic term, and applies to the
fact that a larger range of azimuths are acquired for all offsets, rather than describing a specific acquisition style or strategy.
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large-scale seafloor seismic remains prohibitively expensive
and inefficient, rich-azimuth (RAZ) acquisition represents an
achievable solution with towed streamer vessel operations.
In the methodology published by Howard (2007) of
BHPBilliton, RAZ applies a WAZ vessel configuration to a
MAZ shooting template (refer to both Figures 3 and 8). Thus,
“established” processing flows for MAZ and WAZ surveys
are exploited to meet the data quality objectives. By pursuing
several steps to mitigate non-productive acquisition time and
also pursuing efficient processing strategies, the Shenzi RAZ
survey with three survey azimuths in the GOM took less
than twice the time that might have been needed to collect a
high-quality NAZ survey with three obstructions to
undershoot and a typical 40% infill requirement (Howard,
2007). Again, an appropriate stakeholder dialogue must drive
the scope of geophysical survey planning when such
investments are necessary.

Straight Lines vs. Circles

The major cost associated with streamer WAZ is
the cost of operating several vessels each day. Cole and
French (1984) first proposed shooting in circles more than
two decades ago, an idea where the vessel “shoots broadside
back into its own streamers”, and is thus able to acquire
wider azimuths using only one vessel. The method, however,
is far from simple, both in terms of acquisition and processing.
As illustrated in the right side of Figure 9, a vessel sailing in
a circle acquires a broad circle of midpoints; the near offset
midpoints are defined by a circle similar in size to that sailed
by the vessel, and the far offset midpoints are defined by a
much smaller circle. As schematically illustrated in Figure 9,
the near offsets will be acquired with narrow azimuths, and
the far offsets will be acquired with larger azimuths (increasing

with streamer length). Collectively, the irregular midpoint and
azimuth coverage from a single circle of acquisition presents
several challenges, compounded when the moveup between
circles is coarse. The left side of Figure 10 shows the near
offset fold coverage and the right side of Figure 10 shows
the full offset fold coverage for an area of overlapping circles.
In contrast to the relative simplicity and uniformity of 3D
acquired with straight lines, the data acquired from coarsely-
overlapping circles have highly irregular fold and azimuth
coverage, presenting unique challenges to data sorting and
regularization, velocity picking and model building, and
imaging. Many NAZ processing algorithms may need
modification to be applicable. It will no longer be possible to
use conventional midpoint-based iterative velocity picking
and imaging strategies. Large trace volumes will need to be
manipulated for each step of the new processing strategy,
requiring significant computational resources. For small 3D
survey areas with a roughly circular survey shape, however,
shooting in circles will be require less survey days than
conventional WATS shooting in straight lines. Minimum time
will be spent by the vessel outside the survey area doing line
changes, so the survey duration will be shorter, despite the
small daily production rates in terms of square kilometers
acquired. For surveys larger than a few hundred square
kilometers, however, the higher daily production rates from
WATS shooting will overtake circle shooting WAZ in
efficiency. In general terms, the shooting style of circle
shooting is most comparable to MAZ acquisition, but several
of the processing steps are clearly more aligned with
conventional WAZ projects. Due to the highly discontinuous
azimuth distribution from bin to bin (arising from the coarse
moveup between circles), it is difficult to categorize circle
shooting as MAZ, WAZ or RAZ. Ultimately, all that matters
is whether the data quality meets the survey objectives.

Fig.9 Left: Schematic illustration to demonstrate the azimuth vs. offset behavior when sailing in a circle. The locomotive sees the “end” of the
nearest carriage and the “side” of the furthest carriage. Likewise, narrow azimuths are recorded for the shortest offsets when sailing a
vessel in a circle, and larger azimuths are recorded for the longest offsets. Right: Schematic illustration of the common midpoint (CMP)
trajectory for a single circle. There is zero overlap between offsets for any CMP location. A large circle maps the shortest offset CMP
locations, and a much smaller circle maps the longest offset CMP locations.
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Overall, the total cost decision is influenced by the daily
vessel costs, the survey duration, the turnaround of the
processing phase, and the value of the final data product. It
is clear that WAZ survey design is an evolving and interesting
topic.

The Future of WAZ

Efficiency and cost are obviously the major
obstacles to WAZ surveys becoming mainstream outside
the GOM. While most historical attention has been given to
the streamer spreads being towed (wider is usually cheaper),
much attention is being given now to the source strategies
being used. WAZ vessel configurations for straight line
shooting fall into two categories; front and rear source vessel
(the WATS version), and all source vessels at the front. The
WATS approach simultaneously acquires both positive and
negative offsets (equivalent to a split spread) for each line
sailed (refer to Figure 5), so the overall shooting strategy is
identical to “conventional” 3D using race-track or swath
shooting. If strong feathering affects the streamer spread the
near offset coverage for the rear source vessel will become
irregular, and in the worst case, shallow data quality may be
compromised. If all source vessels are at the front of the
streamer spread the near offset coverage will be more regular,
but only positive offsets will be recorded for each sail line.
Therefore, if both positive and negative offsets are required
(yielding better azimuthal coverage), each sail line must be
acquired in both directions, i.e. twice. Thus, the cost decision
is influenced by the daily vessel costs, the survey duration,
and the importance of shallow data quality.

The main evolution in source strategy for WAZ
acquisition is the use of “simultaneous” shooting. In an idea
already known for two decades to vibroseis exponents

onshore, source arrays at the front and rear source vessels in
a WATS configuration are fired together, yielding the shot
gather style in the left side of Figure 11. Historically, such
data would generally be regarded as being unacceptably
contaminated by “interference noise”, and would be unusable.
Methods have evolved, however, where the two shot
contributions can be discriminated based upon the dip
components of the data, residual noise can be attenuated,
and the final image is comparable to that acquired with
conventional shooting (e.g. Fromyr et al., 2008; refer to the
right side of Figure 11). Once the methodology matures,
significant cost savings in acquisition efficiency will result,
larger azimuths will be recorded for each shot, and seafloor
seismic may even become affordable.

Rather than merely viewing simultaneous shooting
as a strategy with marginal data compromises in the pursuit
of significant cost savings, there are theoretical reasons to
consider shooting with an array of source vessels as enabling
better image quality too. The idea has its foundations in
acoustic physics, and was first published by Guus Berkhout
of Delft University in 1992, referred to now as “blended”
shots (Berkhout, 2008). If very small and low cost source
vessels can be developed, the idea may have application in
the future. This subject does, however, raise the issue of
source vessel cost, which is probably the greatest challenge
to WAZ execution at present.

GOM experience suggests that frequencies above
about 30 Hz are not required in imaging to satisfy most
exploration objectives, but this is also a decision based upon
computational cost, as the imaging algorithms required for
the vast MAZ datasets operate in the frequency domain,
and so cost is directly proportional to the frequency range
being imaged. Larger frequency ranges will inevitably be

Fig. 10 Left: Near offset (0 – 1 km) CMP fold coverage modeled for a survey of overlapping circles. Note the highly irregular fold in the central
area of full coverage. Right: Full offset (0 – 6 km) CMP fold coverage modeled for a survey of overlapping circles. Again, note the irregular
fold everywhere. Conventional CMP processing is not applicable for this type of acquisition. Circle diameter = 6.5 km, circle overlap =
1.2 km, bin size = 12.5 x 12.5 m.
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required by WAZ datasets elsewhere in the world, but
emphasis upon the operational benefits of deeper streamer
towing will probably persist. In recent years dual-sensor
streamer technology has become available, enabling deep
streamer towing to yield richer low and high frequency signal
content than conventional streamers at conventional depths.
So, the optimum WAZ configuration in terms of final data
quality may be super-wide dual-sensor streamer spreads
towed very deep, complemented by an array of small and
low-cost source vessels. But, this is an evolving story…

Fig.11 Left: Shot gather from the simultaneous firing of the front and rear source vessels in a WATS vessel configuration (refer to Figure 5).
Centre: PSDM image of WATS data used with conventional source shooting. Right: PSDM image of WATS data used with simultaneous
source firing. There is no discernible difference between conventional and simultaneous source shooting when appropriate processing is
applied. There are WAZ efficiency advantages associated with simultaneous shooting and WATS acquisition.

Conclusions

A progression in survey effort and investment has
been described that is intended to provide an overview of
how the acquisition of larger azimuths throughout a 3D
survey area will improve data quality under various scenarios.
Figure 12 provides a convenient schematic summary. Based
upon the convenience of established narrow-azimuth (NAZ)
processing methodologies, the comparative benefits of multi-
azimuth (MAZ) and wide-azimuth (WAZ) survey strategies

Fig.12 Summary chart for the relationships between target illumination, the attenuation of coherent noise, and better azimuthal sampling. Rich-
azimuth (RAZ) is a combination of multi-azimuth (MAZ) and wide-azimuth (WAZ) acquisition strategies, and provides the most
smoothly-varying and continuous offset and azimuth coverage throughout a survey area. Refer also to Figure 3.
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can be contrasted in terms of benefits to target illumination
or the attenuation of complex coherent noise. It is assumed
that NAZ acquisition and processing is unable to meet the
data quality objectives in areas affected by geological barriers
to successful seismic imaging. The first order benefit of MAZ
is improved target illumination, and the second order benefit
is coherent noise attenuation. The first order benefit of WAZ
is coherent noise attenuation, and the second order benefit
is improved target illumination. RAZ delivers the ultimate
combination of improved target illumination and coherent
noise attenuation, but will be reserved for the most
challenging scenarios to data quality, and assets that will
conceivably be of significant long-term value to the
stakeholders.

An intelligent and energetic dialogue between all
technical and commercial stakeholders is required to distill the
key challenges of a given location, so that a pragmatic and
achievable technical solution can be planned and executed in
a reasonable timeframe. Of great encouragement, the azimuth
story is evolving rapidly in recent years, and technology
solutions to improved efficiency are being continuously
delivered. The geophysical benefits of improved azimuth
sampling are transparent and irrefutable, so this subject will
have a high profile outside the “established” regions for seismic
exploration in the near future.
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